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Generation Z is coming: Are you ready?

As an employer, hiring the best talent is certainly going to be 

at the very top of your agenda. We know it’s not easy. And it 

gets increasingly more complicated with each generation.

Generation Z (GenZ or iGen, as they are sometimes called) 

are the latest cohort to enter the workforce. Along with their 

predecessors, the millennials, it is estimated that they will 

make up over 60% of the global workforce by 2030. Which 

means, as employers it is crucial that you know a bit more 

about them.

Why do you need to know about Gen Z?

Gen Z is perhaps the first completely digital native 

generation - one that is as comfortable with the latest 

gadgets and technology as their predecessors were with 

books and television. Growing up in a tumultuous political 

and economic climate, they thrive while adapting to 

constantly changing factors and environments.

Socially aware, continually connected and extremely 

ambitious, they have an entrepreneurial streak that is 

perhaps courtesy of the post-recession world they have 

been privy to. Their priorities are different, which makes 

their work outlook rather unique.
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Generation Z is coming: Are you ready?

How can this ebook help?

In this book we explore Generation Z, offering much-needed 

insights into their world. Based on these findings, we also 

set out some handy recommendations.

Together, they will not just help you understand what this 

generation of digital citizens want from their potential 

employers, but also enable you to build a strong talent 

pipeline for your organisation.

Where does Springpod fit in?

At Springpod, we believe that the secret to attracting 

the best talent lies with employer engagement. Much of 

our research identified the need for a better and more 

streamlined process for employers to pro-actively engage 

with students at an earlier stage, rather than just reactively 

during the hiring process.

In the ebook, we discuss in detail about how we can help you by 

simplifying the way you interact with schools and students.
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All About Generation Z

Before we delve into what this new generation of talent 

demands from employers, it is important to understand 

them - the way they think and work, what makes them 

tick, the tools they use the most, and how they hunt for jobs.

This is key to not just attracting the right talent for your 

organisation, but also to ensure they develop necessary 

skills, while continuing to contribute to both their own and 

the organisation’s success and growth.

What is Generation Z?

Generation Z is a term used to reference those born 

between the mid 1990’s to early 2000’s - typically between 

1996 to 2010. However, don’t be quick to dismiss them as 

merely today’s teenagers. This group includes some of the 

most technologically adaptable minds, and also represents 

the fastest growing cohort of future trend-setters.

According to analysis by Bloomberg1, Generation Z will 

make up 32% of the global population of 7.7 billion by 

2019. This means that they’ll stealthily surpass the current 

generation of millennials, which is estimated to form 31.5% 

of the population. So they’re certainly not a group to ignore.

Generation Z will make up  

of the global population
32%
By 2019 

1Gen Z Is Set to Outnumber Millennials Within a Year | Bloomberg

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-20/gen-z-to-outnumber-millennials-within-a-year-demographic-trends
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All About Generation Z

Who is a typical Gen Zer?

As with most generations, the Gen Z profile is one that 

constantly evolves and adapts according to the changing 

environment around them. However there are some typical 

characteristics and traits that form their offline and online 

personas - ones that serve as important tools to help you 

get inside the mind of an archetypal member of

the Gen Z era.

Tech-Savvy

As the first generation to be born in an ‘always connected’ 

world, it should come as no surprise that Gen Zers are not 

just comfortable with technology, but also are adept at 

using it to solve problems. They have not known a world 

without social media and are typically referred to as a 

‘mobile-first’ generation.

According to the research by Global Web Index2, 96% of 

Gen Zers own smartphones, and 75% have their own PC 

or laptop. It’s then no wonder that they’re social warriors 

who use multiple platforms for everything - from buying 

products to planning their future.

Open But Guarded

Gen Z are very aware of the side-effects of living in a 

perpetually connected world. With 24/7 access to news, their 

thinking and attitude have been shaped by turbulent world 

events as well as learnings from their previous generation. 

They are cautious, well-informed on issues around privacy 

and often restrict themselves from over-sharing on the 

Internet. Findings from IBM’s white paper3 also show that 

Gen Z is more sensitive about their personal information , 

especially when sharing it with a company or brand.

2GenZ: New Insights Into the Mobile-First Mindset| Think With Google
3Uniquely Generation Z | IBM

https://www.digitalmarketingcommunity.com/researches/gen-z-new-insights-into-the-mobile-first-mindset-of-teens-august-2016-think-with-google/
https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=GBE03799USEN&
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All About Generation Z

A cohort of creators, inventors and 
influencers

According to research by Marketo4, this new generation is 

resourceful by nature and believes in exploring different 

career options. They are passionate about their hobbies, 

and almost 76% wish their interests would culminate in 

full-time jobs (as compared to 50% of millennials). 

This highlights the need to engage with them sooner. A large 

section of teenage Gen Z - in fact about 70%5 - have a side-

hustle and believe in nurturing their entrepreneurial streak. 

This is likely to result in them developing more transferable 

skills than any other generation.

Inclusive with a disposition towards social 
causes 

According to a report from Pew Research Centre6, Gen 

Zers will form one of the most culturally and ethnically 

diverse groups with nearly 50% belonging to racial or 

ethnic minorities. This helps them view the world from a 

novel perspective and fuels their desire to make a positive 

difference in everything they do.

According to a study by Sparks & Honey7, 60% of Gen Z 

want to have an impact on the world. Not only do they 

expect to be included in important initiatives, they are often

self-starters who volunteer to lead social endeavours for a 

bigger cause. They are also passionate about issues such

4Meet Generation Z: Marketing’s Next Big Audience [Infographic] | Marketo

5Why Today’s Teens Are More Entrepreneurial than Their Parents | Harvard Business Review

6Nearly half of post-Millennials are racial or ethnic minorities | Pew Research Centre

7Meet Generation Z | Sparks & Honey

https://blog.marketo.com/2014/08/meet-generation-z-marketings-next-big-audience-infographic.html
https://hbr.org/2015/05/why-todays-teens-are-more-entrepreneurial-than-their-parents
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2018/11/15/early-benchmarks-show-post-millennials-on-track-to-be-most-diverse-best-educated-generation-yet/psdt-11-15-18_postmillennials-00-00/
https://www.slideshare.net/sparksandhoney/generation-z-final-june-17
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All About Generation Z

as gender parity, pay gaps and diversity in the workforce. In 

fact almost 87% of Gen Zers stated that they value Gender 

Equality as the most important workplace diversity in this 

study by Randstad8.

Personalisation is key

Part of the reason that makes Gen Z so unique in their 

outlook is their awareness that they are constantly being 

marketed to. They are digital nomads who realise the 

importance of the data that is being gathered about them 

by organisations and brands. In return they insist on a 

personalised experience that is streamlined across every 

aspect of their interaction - be it online or offline. 

As a generation immersed in immediacy with voice 

assistants such as Siri, Alexa and Google Home at their 

disposal, they demand convenience in everything - from 

marketing to job searches . A recent study by WP Engine and 

The Center for Generational Kinetics9, found that 32% of 

Gen Z would stop visiting a site if it didn’t anticipate what 

they needed, liked or wanted.

Loading...

8From Y to Z | Randstad

9The Future of Digital Experience: How Gen Z is Changing Everything | CGK

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/148716/file-2537935536-pdf/Gen_Y_Brochures/randstad-from-y-to-z-web.en_LR.pdf
https://wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/WPE-EBK-LT-GenZ-EU_v04.pdf
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Tech-Savvy

Creators, Inventors, Influencers

Open, But Guarded

Loves Personalised Options

Socially Responsible

Gen Z is a mobile-first generation
96% of Gen Zers own a smartphone and spend
an average of 3.5 hours online every day.

Gen Z has a creative and entrepreneurial streak
76% of Gen Z wish their interests would pave

the way to full-time career choices.
Gen Z is more sensitive about their
personal information
Only 3 in every 10 Gen Zers are willing to share 
information about their health, location or payment 
information online.

Convenience and Speed is everything for Gen Z
32% of Gen Zers would stop visiting a site if it failed to 

anticipate what they wanted or liked.

A diverse bunch, Gen Z wants to make an impact 
and difference to the world
87% of Gen Zers state they value Gender Equality as
the most important workplace diversity.

Gen Z: The Digital Nomad

GenZ: New Insights into the Mobile-First Mindset - Think with Google

Uniquely Generation Z - IBM

From Y to Z - Randstad

Meet Generation Z: Marketing’s Next Big Audience - Marketo

The Future of Digital Experience: How Gen Z is Changing Everything - CGK

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/148716/file-2537935536-pdf/Gen_Y_Brochures/randstad-from-y-to-z-web.en_LR.pdf
https://www.digitalmarketingcommunity.com/researches/gen-z-new-insights-into-the-mobile-first-mindset-of-teens-august-2016-think-with-google/
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/9PPL5YOX
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/148716/file-2537935536-pdf/Gen_Y_Brochures/randstad-from-y-to-z-web.en_LR.pdf
https://blog.marketo.com/2014/08/meet-generation-z-marketings-next-big-audience-infographic.html
https://wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/WPE-EBK-LT-GenZ-EU_v04.pdf
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All About Generation Z

The Gen Z Recruitment Challenge 

Every generation entering the workforce brings new 

recruitment challenges for employers. With Millennials, 

the focus points were company culture, work-life balance, 

travelling for work and good pay. With Generation Z, these 

requirements have evolved and the recruitment process 

needs to adapt if employers are to continue attracting the 

best talent.

Challenge 1: Technology dictates 
everything 

True to their moniker of being digital nomads, technology 

takes centre stage when it comes to Gen Z searching for 

work or new opportunities. Millennials may have started the 

process of using online jobs boards to seek out work, but 

Gen Z has certainly brought it forward.

From video resumes to remote meetings, this group is 

quite ahead of the game. Which means that employers and 

recruiters have their work cut out for them. Old-school 

recruitment is no longer a viable option if you’re targeting a 

Gen Z candidate.

Challenge 2: Career focussed, but with an 
eye on short-term gains 

Perhaps a consequence of the instant gratification culture 

they’re used to, Gen Zers are slightly biased towards the 

achievement of their short-term goals than long-term ones. 

They also lay greater emphasis on team culture, health care, 

and mentorship.

According to the research by the Door of Clubs10 platform, 

37% of the 5,000 Gen Zers surveyed said that healthcare

10What 5,000 Gen Z’ers Tell Us About the Future of Work | Door of Clubs

https://medium.com/@doorofclubs/what-5-000-gen-zers-tell-us-about-the-future-of-work-6dd00f796e8f
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benefits were most important, followed closely by a 

mentorship program (33%) . This means that employers 

need a more holistic approach that delivers quicker 

results when building packages and roles to suit this new 

generation.

Challenge 3: Not adopting a strategy for 
social media

For a Gen Zer, social media is much more than an 

entertainment or sharing platform. It is an inherent part 

of their upbringing and everyday life, and employers need 

to treat it as such. Gen Z use social networking platforms 

for almost every single facet of their life - and this includes 

searching for jobs and new opportunities.

Based on research by Marketing Charts11, 85% of Gen Z 

use social media to learn about new products and services. 

Traditional channels of recruitment are less likely to appeal 

to them, and employers need to adjust their hiring process 

to ensure that social media plays a larger role in their talent 

acquisition strategy.

SOCIAL MEDIA

85% of Gen Z
use social media to learn about new

products & services  

1185% of Gen Z Uses Social to Learn About New Products | Marketing Charts

https://www.marketingcharts.com/digital-72442
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Challenge 4: An entrepreneurially-driven 
generation

Gen Zers are more business-minded than previous 

generations, with over 72%12 of secondary school students 

stating that they’re eager to start their own business 

someday. We think it might be the result of having seen 

their parents and millennials tackle the Great Recession 

blended with the ambitious drive they possess.

A recent survey by LinkedIn13 also shows that “Gen Z is 3x 

more likely to change jobs, with 20% of them averaging 4 

or more jobs over the short period of time they’ve been in 

the workforce”. This certainly highlights that this generation 

expects to work with organisations who are aligned to their 

own short-term goals.

An entrepreneurially
-driven generation

Not adopting a strategy 
for social media

Career focussed, but 
with an eye on 

short-term gains

Technology dictates
everything

13The Job-Hopping Generation: Young Professionals Are On The Move | LinkedIn

12The High School Careers Study | Millennial Branding

https://blog.linkedin.com/2018/october/11/the-job-hopping-generation-young-professionals-are-on-the-move
http://millennialbranding.com/2014/high-school-careers-study/
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All About Generation Z

Competitive, balanced benefit packages

For Gen Z, money is certainly an important component of 

the benefits package that employers offer. Having grown up 

in the post-recession world, they tend to be financially

savvy, with 77%14 of teenagers stating that they are 

“concerned about earning a good income in the future”. 

But it’s only a part of the whole solution.

They equally value the other perks - social and fitness 

activities, flexible working, access to the latest and 

lightning-fast technology, a good team ethos and 

investment in personal development amongst others. 

Their dynamic nature often means that they are likely to 

want a stake in the company - it helps them feel like they 

contributed to the growth of the organisation.

So, what does Gen Z want from an 
employer?

When millennials entered the workforce not so long ago, 

they were driven by incentives such as flexible schedules 

and friendly work environments. Generation Z though has a 

slightly different set of priorities - and they expect 

employers to adapt quickly to these changes they bring.

From personalised career paths to being involved with 

social initiatives, this new generation is motivated by the 

concept of holistic personal growth and having a purpose. 

And to attract them to the workplace, employers must tune 

into Gen Z’s values and needs. 

14Inside the financially savvy minds of Gen Z | Marketing Week

https://www.marketingweek.com/2016/02/29/inside-the-financially-savvy-minds-of-gen-z/
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Authenticity of messaging

Gen Z has flourished in a world where everything is a 

commodity. This makes them “adept at differentiating 

between genuine and not-sincere offers and messages”, 

according to Jonathan Long17, Founder of Uber Brands. 

It also means that they place a lot of emphasis on the  

perceived brand value of an employer and the authenticity 

of their messaging.

We’ve even dedicated a whole section of this ebook, where 

Steve Keith, The  Branding Man, takes you through the 

nitty-gritty of employer branding. In a nutshell though, you 

don’t need to be a big brand in order to attract top Gen Z 

talent - you just need to brand it effectively and ensure 

you’re sending the right message.

Evolving Career paths

A recent EY survey15 on Gen Z discovered that 84% cited 

“potential for career progression and growth” as one of 

the main reasons to work with an employer. It’s clear that 

Generation Z gives due importance to how their career 

progresses, especially in the short-term. This means that 

they need more structured pathways for their progression, 

including options to move laterally across departments.

The Sparks & Honey study16also indicated that 75% of Gen Z 

state that there are other ways of getting a good education 

than going to university. This paves the way for them to work 

with employers who offer on-the-job training, giving them the 

confidence that the organisation aligns its goals with theirs.

CAREER
MYTHS

DE
BU
NK
ED UNIVERSITY ISN’T THE 

ONLY OPTION

75% OF GEN Z THINK

17How to Use Authenticity to Capture the Attention of Generation Z | Entrepreneur.com

16Meet Generation Z | Sparks & Honey

15Gen Z’s future will be brighter than previous generations | EY

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/299570
https://www.slideshare.net/sparksandhoney/generation-z-final-june-17
https://www.ey.com/us/en/newsroom/news-releases/news-gen-zs-future-will-be-brighter-than-previous-generations-ey-survey-finds
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CSR Rules

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a buzzword for 

many organisations today. Gen Z’s affinity towards social 

responsibility likely stems from their awareness about the 

challenges around them... Thanks to smartphones, social 

media and crowd-sourced news, this group is more in sync 

with world affairs and this drives their sense of purpose.

In fact 76% of Gen Z 18 are concerned about humanity’s 

impact on the planet. And it is one that certainly holds true 

when they look at employers they want to work for. 

According to Deloitte19, 80% of Gen Z expect employers to 

have a wide range of community initiatives in place,  

including projects that positively impact society and 

the environment.

80%

of Gen Z expect
Employers to have a wide
range of community 

in place
INITIATIVES

19Deloitte Millennial Survey 2018

18Meet Generation Z | Sparks & Honey

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/lu/Documents/about-deloitte/gx-2018-millennial-survey-report.pdf
https://www.slideshare.net/sparksandhoney/generation-z-final-june-17/41-They_livestream_and_cocreateGen_Z
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76%

77%
Of young Gen Zers are
concerned about earning a
good income in the future.

£84%
Of Gen Z cites potential for
career growth and personal
development as the main reasons
to work with an employer.

67%
of Gen Z agrees that being true
to their values and beliefs makes
both people and brands cool.*

Of Gen Z worry about how
humans are impacting the planet. 

*Generation Z - What they want from brands and businesses | CNBC

What Gen Z wants

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/09/generation-z-what-they-want-from-brands-and-businesses.html
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Why Employers Need to
Engage Early with Gen Z
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Why Employers Need to Engage Early with Gen Z

Employer engagement has always been a bit of a pain point 

for educational institutions. Despite the mixed response 

it received in the past, thanks to a renewed focus by the 

Department for Education (DfE) 20, schools are once again 

lining up to engage with employers to drive this initiative 

forward.

Why engaged employers hold the key

The UK government has long wanted to get employers 

involved in the career curriculum, thereby offering young 

people and school leavers aspirational pathways that go 

beyond traditional work placements. Research from the 

Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA)21 

shows that there is a strong and clear link between 

employer engagement and the students’ employability. 

Engagement with employers as part of the delivery of the 

curriculum helps students develop the appropriate skills 

and expertise that are required by organisations.

As most of Generation Z gears up to leave school, it is more 

crucial than ever for employers to proactively engage with 

them at the earliest opportunity. Given the rapid growth 

of science and technology, students of today face a future 

where they will continually need to update their knowledge 

and skills, as well as know how to implement them in a 

practical environment.

How can employers help?

Both the Changing the Pace report22 as well as the CBI/

Pearsons Education and Skills Survey23 have highlighted 

the need and importance of employer engagement as a 

pivotal tool to combat the severe skills shortage that the

UK has  been experiencing, particularly in the STEM 

23THE RIGHT COMBINATION | CBI/PEARSON EDUCATION AND SKILLS SURVEY 2016

22Changing the pace (2013) | STEM Learning

21Employer Engagement | Emerging Practice from QAA Reviews

20Employer engagement and support for T Level industry placements | DfE

http://www.cbi.org.uk/cbi-prod/assets/File/pdf/cbi-education-and-skills-survey2016.pdf
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/34631/changing-pace
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/about-us/employer-engagement-report.pdf?sfvrsn=8ce2f581_8
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/employer-engagement-and-support-for-t-level-industry-placements
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industries. With the uncertainties of BREXIT still very 

prevalent, it is imperative that businesses in the UK accept 

this challenge and rise to it. 

Some straightforward solutions that businesses can utilise 

to drive their engagement with schools include:

· Work Experience or Internship opportunities

· Mentoring programmes 

· Learning days for students

· Company visits and skills preparation sessions to   

  enhance employability

· Resources for careers lessons and tools to develop

  employability skills

· Workshops designed to improve skills such as CV writing,

  problem solving and networking

· Attend career talks and deliver sessions at careers fairs.

However, this also draws the spotlight on the core issue that 

employers face today. There just aren’t many transparent, 

effective and straightforward avenues for them to engage 

with students while they are still at school. 

This is where Springpod can help make a difference.
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Redefine your talent engagement and 
acquisition with Springpod

Springpod provides not just a pathway to interact and 

engage with students, but also a feature-rich application 

that enables you to attract skilled and engaged learners 

to your talent pool. With innovative solutions such as a 

company talent pool, ambassador interactions and careers 

broadcasts, only Springpod takes your employer brand into 

the classroom. Our proactive strategies offer you a more 

effective solution to help combat the skills shortage that the 

nation faces today.

As a potential employer, reassessing your talent 

engagement programme is key to the creation of a work 

environment that appeals to Generation Z, and the 

continued success of your organisation.
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Six Steps to Raise Your 
Recruitment Game for 
Gen ZEEEE
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Six Steps to Raise Your Recruitment Game for Gen Z

At Springpod, we understand that many employers struggle 

with engagement when it comes to Generation Z. The 

solution, we believe, is to reassess how to present your 

brand and organisation in a way that appeals to this new 

dynamic generation of future leaders.

Arguably the biggest sin that employers tend to commit 

when considering Generation Z is overlooking the 

uniqueness of this generation, and treating them as a 

slightly more advanced generation of millennials. Or 

millennials 2.0, as we’ve heard them referred to sometimes.

In fact, despite their penchant for technology and familiarity 

with everything social, they can at times be reserved and 

private. This makes it a lot more challenging to engage with 

them than their millennial peers. It also re-emphasises 

the need for you, as employers, to change the attraction 

strategy to one that reflects the constant changing needs 

of this generation. In this chapter, we take a look at some 

handy pointers that will help you do just that.

Go social

For this multifaceted generation, technology is as second 

nature to them as food or drink. And social media platforms 

are often their one-stop for everything from news to views. 

According to Gen Z Speaker and Author Ryan Jenkins24, 

44% of Generation Z check in on social media at least once 

every hour. Which means they are more likely to research 

your company thoroughly before applying - and that in-

cludes your social media page. So make sure your social 

media handles correctly reflect your brand, and use them to 

attract and engage with this young generation.

24HOW GENERATION Z USES TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA

https://blog.ryan-jenkins.com/how-generation-z-uses-technology-and-social-media
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Show them sneak peeks into the workplace, advertise your 

company culture and CSR activities. This will appeal to their 

‘bite-sized’ media habits and encourage them to apply. 

We also recommend enabling applications via professional 

social platforms such as LinkedIn, as well as creatively 

advertising job roles across different platforms.

Embrace the power of video

According to CISCO25, by 2020 video will account for about 

79% of all global Internet traffic. So what does this mean 

for the way you recruit new talent?

To put it simply, as employers you will need to embrace the 

power of video storytelling. Wyzowl26, a leading explainer 

video company, recently conducted a survey where 68% 

of people said they’d most prefer to learn about a new 

product or service by watching a short video. From brand 

stories to employee testimonials, videos can help you 

effectively increase engagement with Generation Z, who 

predominantly prefer visuals over text.

Get existing Gen Zers within your workforce to chat about 

their roles to give potential recruits a taster of what it’s like 

to work at your organisation. This appeals to their tendency 

to value peer recommendations over advertisements.27 

Additionally, encourage video applications and video inter-

views for initial rounds.79%
of global internet

BY THE YEAR 2020

raffic
will be

ideo
27From Y to Z: Randstad Survey 2016

26The State of Video Marketing 2019 | Wyzowl

25CISCO VNI Forecast 2015

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/148716/file-2537935536-pdf/Gen_Y_Brochures/randstad-from-y-to-z-web.en_LR.pdf
https://www.wyzowl.com/video-marketing-statistics-2019/
https://tubularinsights.com/video-79-percent-internet-traffic-2020/
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Platforms such as HireVue offer on-demand interviews 

that allows prospective candidates to record themselves 

answering a few basic questions at their convenience. Not 

only does it reduce your recruitment time and costs, but 

also showcases you as a forward-thinking organisation 

adapting to the changing face of technology.

Innovate your application process

Application forms that go on for pages can be quite 

annoying. While it is essential to capture as many details 

as possible in order to get a holistic view of the candidate 

profile, it is also worth keeping in mind that Gen Z is one 

that is used to instantaneity. This means they are much 

more likely to abandon a lengthy application form or 

process. Therefore it is vital to get innovative about the 

entire process.

Embrace the world of mobile-friendly applications in 

order to focus on a candidate centric experience. Embed 

interactive quizzes and games as part of your hiring process. 

Organisations such as Pymetrics can help by providing 

unbiased soft skill assessments. This not just helps shorten 

the whole process, but also ensures a fun way for the 

candidate to complete tasks, thereby contributing to a more 

streamlined process. Utilise AI chat-bots such as Mya, to 

build a more efficient way for candidates to engage with 

your organisation’s recruitment platform.

Comprehensive employee benefits 
package

As a generation that has seen their parents and 

predecessors struggle during the economic downturn, Gen Z 

is on the ball with all things money28. However, while salary

28How Gen Z is confronting their financial fears | Rave Reviews

https://www.pymetrics.com/employers/
https://hiremya.com/
https://www.ravereviews.org/gen-z-financial-fears/
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is a key negotiating factor, they are also geared up towards 

a positive work-life balance and mental well-being. They 

are also increasingly aware of the unhealthy downside29 

of constant connectivity, and value employers that offer 

commitment to mental health support.

Soothe their entrepreneurial soul by offering them shares 

in your business, as well as encouraging them to work 

independently. Create a work culture that helps them 

channel this ambitious spirit by giving them opportunities 

to innovate.30 Restructure your total benefits system to 

appeal to this generation and draw them to apply.

Offer multiple career pathways

Courtesy of growing up in an era marked by the convenience 

of technology, Generation Z has always had numerous 

options at their disposal. This is perhaps why they 

demonstrate a propensity towards seeking out employers 

that have a variety of roles on offer. They are naturally 

inquisitive, outside-the-box thinkers and need to be 

constantly challenged31. Easy access to technology has 

made them aware that university and higher education are 

not the only possible paths for their future.

In fact, a majority of them are more likely to gravitate 

towards employers who offer them multiple career paths, 

as well as on-the-job training due to rising costs of higher 

education32. Despite being team players, Gen Zers are 

often considered competitive and enjoy quick wins. Offer 

them individualised career paths, and performance based 

rewards to indicate your commitment to their personal 

development.

32Gen Z White Paper – The State of Gen Z 2017 National Research Study

31The Three C’s Generation Z Wants in the Workplace

30What Gen Z Wants from Employers | Robert Half

29Is generation Z glued to technology?

https://genhq.com/gen-z-2017-research-white-paper/
https://workforceinstitute.org/generation-z/
https://www.roberthalf.com/blog/management-tips/what-gen-z-wants-from-employers-in-their-own-words
https://globalnews.ca/news/4253835/generation-z-technology-addiction/
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Entice them with your CSR activities and 
events

Despite the fact that employers embed Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) into their work culture, many

do not showcase it. If attracting Generation Z is on your

recruitment agenda (and it should be!) , then it’s time to 

highlight these during the hiring process. It helps

demonstrate your commitment to community, society, the 

environment and volunteering.

According to Marketo33, the majority of Generation Z wants 

to change the world through their work. Part of the ‘always 

on’ world, this cohort is passionate about all things when 

it comes to society and planet. From addressing climate 

change to finding sustainable solutions, Gen Z often 

believes that organisations are not doing enough to address 

social issues.

A recent Gen Z survey by Cone Communications, indicated 

that 94% believed that companies must help address urgent 

issues that affect the health of our planet. Therefore, in 

order to appeal to this generation’s goodwill, you will need 

to demonstrate how you make an impact on local and global 

communities34.  Adding this to your overall recruitment 

process also gives your CSR the visibility that it deserves.

This also helps reaffirm Gen Z’s confidence that what you’re 

offering is more than just a role - you’re also giving them a 

purpose and the chance to make a difference. 

And that means a whole lot to Generation Z.

34Connecting with 3 Generational Segments in the workforce| Bridgeworks Report

33Meet Generation Z: Marketing’s Next Big Audience [Infographic]

http://www.conecomm.com/2017-cone-gen-z-csr-study-pdf
http://www.generations.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/2017-BridgeWorks-3G-Report.pdf
https://blog.marketo.com/2014/08/meet-generation-z-marketings-next-big-audience-infographic.html?
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Go Social

Innovate your application process

Comprehensive Employee
benefits package

Embrace the power of video Offer multiple career pathways

Entice them with your CSR
activities and events

· 44% of Gen Z check in on social media at least once every 
hour
· More likely to research employers before applying
· Ensure social media handles reflect your brand accurately
· Appeal to their bite-sized media habits

· Skip the lengthy application forms
· Gen Z is used to instantaneity
· Build and focus on a candidate-centric hiring experience
· Embed interactive quizzes and soft-skill assessments in 
the process

· No one-size fits all
· Offer a total-benefits package

· Gen Z has an entrepreneurial soul - harness it
· Create a work culture that gives them 

opportunities to innovate

· By 2020, video will contribute 79% of Internet traffic
· 68% of people prefer to learn about new product or 
service via video
· Utilise existing Gen Zers within your workforce
as your ambassadors
· Encourage video applications and offer on-demand 
video interviews

· Gen Z is used to having numerous options
· Conscious about alternatives to university

· Team players, with a penchant for quick wins
· Personal development is key to them 

· Showcase your CSR activities
· Gen Z wants to change the world

· Appeal to this generation’s good will
· Offer them a purpose and the chance to make a difference
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On Purpose

Steve Keith, The Branding Man
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What you do, do it well. Do it well so when people see 

you do it they will want to come back and see you do 

it again, and they will want to bring others, and show 

them how well you do what you do.

Walt Disney 

I love the work that I do.

However, if someone had asked me over 20 years ago 

what career I wanted when I grew up, I doubt I would have 

said employer branding. Back then I’d just been told that 

the scores for the ‘test’ I’d taken indicated that I was best 

suited to a career in law or as a florist. Enough said there. 

In 1996, employer branding didn’t exist; yet today it’s 

increasingly becoming one of the most important parts of 

any organisation’s talent strategy.

The digital revolution has driven a culture of convenience 

that wasn’t there a decade ago, and our expectations of 

services are therefore higher than they’ve ever been before. 

The moments where consumers meet your brand have 

increasingly become more and more important. We’re living 

in the age of the ‘experience economy’ where what people 

know or experience, with regards to your brand, will shape 

their desire to engage further or disengage completely.

“ 
“ 

Steve Keith

1996 Employer Branding
was almost non-existent

Employer Branding shapes the
way how prospective talent

perceives your brand.
2019
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British workers will spend an average of 3,515 full days at 

work over the course of their lifetime35, and in my opinion, 

that’s too long to spend your time doing something that you 

don’t enjoy. That’s why employer branding has become so 

important.

True, it can help grow the quality of your candidate pool, 

lower your cost per hire, increase the number of job offer 

accepts, aid retention and even add to your bottom line if 

your vision goes that far (and it should!). However for me, 

the most crucial value add offered by employer branding is 

helping others to find the right fit for them, where their skills 

are well matched and they are able to work passionately 

towards a purpose.

Here are 3 ways in which you can ensure your employer 

brand connects with, engages and inspires the next 

generation of your workforce to hit ‘apply’.

Build an Authentic Employer Brand

Your story is what you have, what you will always 

have. It is something to own.

Michelle Obama

Building trust is an important part in the quest towards 

creating an influential employer brand that is memorable. 

This in turn drives candidates to apply to join your 

organisation. After all, 87% of ‘customers’ want a 

meaningful relationship with brands36. As a result it’s 

important not to overlook the role that employer branding 

plays in bringing to life an organisation’s EVP.

Trust is at an all-time low globally, against the rise and 

popularity of peer-to-peer recommendations. As a result it’s 

no longer what you do, but how you do it that matters

“ “ 

36Beyond Brand (2018) | Craig McVoy

35How long does the average UK employee spend at work? | Accountacy Age

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Beyond-Brand-experience-causes-people-ebook/dp/B07DQSTJGL
https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/10/02/how-long-does-the-average-uk-employee-spend-at-work/
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the most. A positive, bold attitude where risks are taken 

has become an important part of change. Emotive brands 

which invite their audience to collaborate and be ‘part of 

something’ are winning the race.

Authenticity adds value and goes beyond a transactional 

approach when it comes to engaging your audience in early 

careers – and Generation Z do not trust easily. Exploitative, 

selfish, arrogant, greedy, cheating, untrustworthy - these 

are just a few of the words that have been used to describe 

corporates today.

Emotive brands are challenging the stereotypes being 

thrust upon them by harnessing the power of storytelling – 

explaining to their audiences why their brand exists, driving 

a desire from them to ‘dig deeper’ and find out more. But 

before you get to that point it’s important to understand the 

language they are speaking – do not underestimate ‘the gap’.

 Do I trust you or not?’

‘Are you what you
appear to be?
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Mind The Gap

If you acknowledge that you will never catch up by 

being the same, make a list of ways you can catch up 

by being different.

Seth Godin

The emotional connection you seek with your audience, in 

order to build trust will rely on your ability to have a solid 

understanding to who you are trying to speak to, and more 

importantly why. Just because you want to speak, it doesn’t 

mean that somebody is ready to listen.

To make the right connection you need to start thinking about 

what you offer that nobody else does. Who are you aiming to 

serve? Speak to them. Pinpoint their pains and triggers. Find 

out the things that they need help with in order for them to do 

things differently. Make it entertaining, and easily consumable.

Not an easy task when the number of platforms on 

which one can have a voice appears to be growing every 

day. That’s why the final part of the puzzle becomes the 

importance of being consistent in your approach.“ “ 

Just because you

it doesn’t mean that

SOMEBODY
is ready to listen.

want to speak,
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Be Consistent

When you say three things, you say nothing.

Chip Heath

Attention spans are shorter than they have ever been 

before. For Gen Z you have just 8 seconds to stop them in 

their tracks; down 4 seconds from their predecessors the

millennials37. Couple that with the reality of a rising apathy 

towards brands in general  - in fact, 74% of consumers 

wouldn’t mind if a brand fell off the face of the earth38.

Therefore it’s become important to have brand messages 

that not only build affinity but which also deliver a clear 

message, consistently to help encourage your target 

audience to dig deeper, regardless of where the initial 

interaction with your employer brand started. 

Your ability to deliver upon and protect your messages as 

they spread are key to maintaining brand clarity and will add 

or detract from the overall strength of your brand advocacy. 

95% of Gen Z39 will share their experience, good or bad, 

this can have a real tangible impact to the success of your 

campaigns and your bottom line. The smartest brands have 

realised this and are already tailoring their core messages to 

suit the different platforms upon which they are delivered.
“ 

“ 

95% of Gen Z will
share their experience,
good or bad. Steve Keith

@thebrandingman
www.thebrandingman.co.uk

39Beyond Brand (2018) | Craig McVoy

38Beyond Brand (2018) | Craig McVoy

37Time For Post-Millennial Marketing: How To Reach Generation Z | Inc.

https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/10/02/how-long-does-the-average-uk-employee-spend-at-work/
https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/10/02/how-long-does-the-average-uk-employee-spend-at-work/
https://www.accountancyage.com/2018/10/02/how-long-does-the-average-uk-employee-spend-at-work/
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It’s quite evident that Generation Z represents multifaceted 

individuals who are increasingly aware of the choices 

available to them. Thanks to video platforms like YouTube 

and numerous other online resources, this self-taught 

generation is skilled at using technology to solve problems. 

With the power of social media and the Internet at 

their disposal, they extensively research brands and 

organisations before engaging with them. And it’s no 

different when it comes to finding their employer of 

choice. Driven by the urge to address socio-cultural issues, 

workplace diversity and gender parity rate highly on their 

radar. Their passion for the environment swings them 

in the direction of employers who have initiatives like 

sustainability embedded within their culture.

It’s also worth keeping in mind that Generation Z is one 

that is absorbed with the concept of instant gratification 

and convenience. From individualised career paths to the 

technology they use, Gen Z demands personalisation in 

everything - including the way they are scouted.  They 

respond more positively to peer recommendations, and this 

extends to career paths too. 

If employers hope to remain competitive in terms of 

attracting candidates from this versatile generation, 

they will need to overhaul their traditional form of talent 

acquisition and engagement. Reactive recruitment 

strategies such as posting on jobs boards must give way 

to proactive solutions such as personalised opportunity 

alerts and interactive career broadcasts. Employers must 

also augment their outreach efforts by complementing 

offline careers events with virtual engagement tools such as 

ambassador interactions. 
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How can Springpod help?

Springpod was born from our desire to transform the way 

employers engage with students at school and college. 

We realised early on that while the competition for STEM 

students was increasing, the talent pool was depleting 

equally quickly. Apart from reacting to applications from 

interested students, there were very few platforms that 

enabled employers to interact with and reach out to 

students. There was no proactive solution. Until now.

Springpod is an app that enables employers like yourselves 

to attract, engage and hire early career talent through an 

online solution embedded within the academic curriculum. 

Our smarter and high-tech approach to talent acquisition 

helps you scout STEM-savvy candidates more effectively, 

enabling you to increase the size and improve the quality of 

that all-important talent pipeline. 

Our solutions empower you to attract passive students, 

educate and interact with engaged ones and eventually 

hire informed and skilled candidates who are in-sync with 

your culture and organisational goals. And with features 

that include virtual career broadcasts, video testimonials, 

ambassador interaction and more, our platform brings your 

brand right into classrooms.

Employers such as Jaguar Land Rover, Atkins, Roche 

and Airbus are actively using Springpod to drive their 

engagement with future prospects through virtual careers 

fairs, personalised email campaigns and outreach events.

Will you be next?
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How can Springpod help?

Springpod is transforming the way employers and students connect

Engage smarter with 
prospects

Measure the impact 
of school outreach

Build a diverse
Talent pool
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Get in touch with us to find out how Springpod can help solve your talent 
acquisition challenge.

    hello@springpod.co.uk

    0203 637 8665


